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FIRST INTER-TEAM MEETING
PLENARY SESSION REPORTS
October 26, 1976
The following reports were presented by Team Leaders to the
plenary session of the October inter-Team meeting. The individual
reports are preliminary assessments of the scientific background,
current context, approach and objectives which each Team has elected
to define for itself and for its interactions with the subject areas
of other Teams. Collectively they express the working philosophy of
the Basaltic Volcanism Study Project as it developed through the
first six months of the Project, and in particular during the three
days of individual and joint Team workshops which preceeded this
plenary session. Discussions which followed several of the presentations during the session have been included in these reports.*

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the talks this morning is to allow each
Team Leader to present to the entire Project membership his and his
Team•s perception of the Project as he now sees it after three intensive days of individual and joint Team meetings, and of how his Team
activities are likely to develop over the next year from the point
of view of both the work the Team is specifically charged with and
its probable interactions with the activities of other Teams. We
will pause after each of these talks for whatever discussion seems
appropriate at that point to the members of the audience.
PEPIN

TEAM 1:

PETROLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF TERRESTRIAL, LUNAR AND METEORITIC
BASALTS
LEADER: GARY LOFGREN

The role of Team 1 is to characterize the petrology and
chemistry of basaltic samples from the planets for which we have
samples and on the asteroids for which we may have samples. The
definition of a basalt is essentially the whole effort of Team 1.
We will define a suite of samples, which will characterize what we
know about basalts on the earth, moon, and in meteorites. Several
factors go into defining such a suite, and many of these infringe
upon the efforts of the other teams. That is where we hope the

LOFGREN

*The former leader of Team 4, Nafi Toksoz, has been seriously ill and
was unable to arrange for submission of a Team 4 report for inclusion in this
Newsletter. We look forward to hearing from the new Team 4 leaderJ John Wood,
on his Team's assessment of "Compositions of Planetary Mantles from Cosmochemical
and Geophysical Considerations" at the September 1977 inter-Team meeting.
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interaction will take place. We have constructed our earth-based
suite within a tectonic framework because tectonics and the origin
and evolution of basalts are closely related. We have also considered the compositional variation of basalts with time in the
evolution of the earth. For the moon and meteorites, where samples
are sparce, we will use a chronologie framework. There are two
additional factors to balance against one another. We want to
characterize the nature of the basalts on a planetary surface; the
materials that are most readily sampled. The basalts, however, that
are going to tell us the most about the interior processes of planets
are those which have ·a primitive character. So that in the suites
we study we want to see through that screen of nefarious paths a
liquid might take on the way to the surface, and identify those primitive basalts which are going to tell us the most about the interior
of the planet.
This report will describe the suite of samples that we will
attempt to obtain, and present some of the philosophy behind selecting
it•

The lunar and meteoritic suites are constrained by the number
of existing samples and representative suites can be selected with
some ease. The terrestrial suite is more complex. There is an
infinite number of samples and an inconsistent data base. We will
be able to characterize basaltic volcanism on the earth for the
purpose of this study only so well as samples are already collected
and at least somewhat characterized. And we will attempt to assemble
actual samples and produce a uniform data base comparable to that for
lunar and meteoritic samples. We will curate these samples in Houston
to the greatest extent possible. We will obtain these samples from
individuals, collect some ourselves, and some we will get directly
through Team or Project members. Priority rights to data on samples
obtained from various people must be observed so these samples are
not going to become like a lunar collection. They will be worked
primarily through the person from whom the samples were obtained
according to whatever restrictions that person has made, but, in
general, we will try to make these suites available to the project
membership to collect the broad data bases that we feel we need to
characterize them.
The suite that we have chosen is listed in Table 1. For the
moon we are going to deal primarily with mare basalts. We will look
at KREEP and other nebulous lunar basalts to some degree, but it will
be impossible to completely characterize any basalt that has gone
through a melt-rock cycle associated with cratering to any significant degree. A preliminary mare basalt suite selected is shown in
Table 2.
The basaltic achondrites are found in two classes of meteorites;
the eucrites and the howardites. The howardites are more complex
because they are breccias. It is difficult to obtain samples that
have igneous rock textures. Sometimes the sample is comprised of
individual mineral fragments or mechanical mixtures of mineral
fragments that appear to be from a single rock. In spite of this
textural complexity the compositional variations are not great .
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TABLE 1:
I.

II.

III.

BASALT SUITES

Lunar Basalts
A.

Mare basalts

B.

KREEP basalts with mare characteristics

Meteoritic Basalts
A.

Eucrites

B.

Howardites

Earth Basalts
A.

Intra-plate
1.

Off ridge-- Hawaiian (island of) basalts, Seamounts?

2.

Flood basalts --Superior-Keweenawan basalts
--Columbia Plateau basalts

B.

Inter-plate
1.

Ocean ridge-- Atlantic, primarily

2.

Island arc

--Tonga (ocean plate-ocean plate)
--Central America (ocean plate-Continental
plate)

3.
C.

Continental rift-- Rio Grande depression, New Mexico

Archean Basalts
1.

Komatiites

2.

Basalts

{3.4 to 0.5 billion years)
Fe tholeiites, high Al-basalts
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TABLE 2:

PRELIMINARY LIST OF REPRESENTATIVE LUNAR MARE BASALTS
Apollo 11

Low K

10020
10047
High K
10049
10072
Apollo 12
Olivine
12009
12040
Pigeonite
12052
1 2021
Ilmenite
12022
12046
Apollo 15
Olivine
15545
15016
15555
Pigeonite
15597
15499
15058
Apollo 17
76136
75035
70215
74275
70017
70035
75055
Luna 16

B- 1
I:

24

- 5 The earth basalts have divided into major tectonic and age
classifications: intra- and inter-plate tectonic environments and
the Archean basalts where tectonic environments are difficult to
recognize. Intraplate volcanism occurs in the ocean basins and on
the continents. The off-ridge volcanism will be represented by a
suite from Hawaii. We may supplement that suite to some degree by
samples from some other ocean islands or seamounts. We realize that
ocean islands vary considerably and that Hawaii does not exhibit all
the variations that exist in oceanic islands. This is going to be
true for any one of these suites, and we cannot characterize all
variations. The flood basalts on the continents will be represented
by the more recent Columbia Plateau basalts in the Pacific Northwest
and the older Keeweenawan basalts in the Superior Province of North
America.
The basalts associated with interplate boundaries are quite
diverse. The ocean ridge basalts will be primarily from the Atlantic
ridge. This is one place where we will combine shotgun sampling with
an integral suite more so than we will in the other suites because of
the nature of the collection processes of these materials. Island
arc volcanism is highly variable and difficult to characterize. There
are two major types, ocean plate to ocean plate and ocean plate to
continental plate. We hope to obtain suites from Tonga to represent
the former and from Central America to represent the latter. Continental rift volcanism or continental alkali volcanism ·is thought
to represent incipient plate boundary formation. The Rio Grande rift
area in North America is one place where this is happening. There
are other places such as the East African rift, where alkali volcanics
are associated with extensional tectonic settings. But the Rio Grande,
by virtue of its close pro ximity, will receive the most attention.
The basalts of the last billion years of earth history can be
related to tectonic environments; this is not so easy to do for
Archean basalts. They were probably associated primarily with
unstable crust. Komatiites are an important Archean basalt type
first erupted in the Archean, but which have been erupted up to 0.5
billion years ago. The oldest komatiites are very MgO rich, up to
33 weight percent and have very high melting temperatures; this must
indicate something about the early thermal history of the earth.
The MgO content decreases in the younger komatiites and we will look
at this time sequence. The Fe-rich tholeiites and the high Al basalts
associated with komatiites will also be characterized.
In cooperation with A. J. Irving on Team 3, we will assemble
and characterize a suite of peridotites as possible representatives
of refractory basalt residium.
The data base that we will attempt to assemble for each sample
is shown in Table 3. Within Team 1 we have the ability to produce
new data on most of these suites. Some of these suites have some
data and we will be filling in the holes. We will have to tie the
new data in with the literature. In cooperation with members of
Team 7, we will add Sr-Rb, Sm-Nd, Pb-Pb information on selected
samples within these suites. There are other types of data we hope
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TABLE 3:
I.

DATA BASE

Rock Chemistry
XRF
Major elements
Si0 2
Fe 2o3
Ti0 2
FeO

Al 2o3

MnO
CaO

s

K20

C0 2

Zr

Ni

v

Nb

Ba

y

cl

Eu
Tb
Yb

Lu
Sc
Co

MgO

Minor and trace elements

Sr

P205

H20

INAA
La
Ce
Sm

Hf
Ta
Ni

Th
Na
Fe

Cr

Isotopes {in cooperation with Team 7)
Sr-Rb
Sm-Nb
Pb-Pb
Others
Siderophile elements
Volatiles
II.

Petrography
Texture
Modes - minerals

III.

Mineralogy
Mineral chemistry
Single crystal --metastable and exsolution phenomena
X-ray --alteration products
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to collect and that is where we hope to get input from the rest of
the Project members on what kinds of data are needed, and how .we
might go about getting it. Additional input on this basalt suite
and data base must come fairly soon.
DISCUSSION
If you look at the project from the point of view of the
Thermal Team (Team 9), they have to have really uniform input data
from all periods of volcanic activity to understand what's going on.
So, why did I think I heard you emphasizing mare basalts and deemphasizing upland basalts?

HARTMANN

Because we don't know what upland basalts are.
have the ability to recognize them in the samples, yet.

LOFGREN

We don't

It's really a critical issue as to whether there was major,
or even whether there was ~ premare volcanism. If you're going to
say, well, we just can't te11 what they look like, we're going to do
zilch, then we're not going to work on the moon; we can't do it.

SOLOMON

John Wood usually answers this question (laughter). The
point is, we have tried very hard to pick handleable problems within
the time and the power we have to address them over this period of
time. We felt that if you can separate anything in terrestrial
planets, one of the obvious things is basaltic volcanism that originates from partial melting at mantle depths. We have a lot of very
good, and some even compelling evidence that most of the highland
materials are melt-rocks that came either primarily or secondarily
through impact stages. And we really feel that within the scope of
this project, there's no way that we can handle, yet, the highlands
problem. If this project is successful, a highlands project would
be a logical successor to this one, but we do not feel that we can
successfully cope with it right now. If we defocus ourselves too
much, I think we won't be really effective. That's our philosophy.
If you want to argue it, fine.

PAPIKE

I understand your problem, Sean, and I don't know what
the answer to it is. If we took our whole team and put it to work
on that problem and that problem alone, we might come up with an
answer in three years. That's the magnitude of the problem.

LOFGREN

I understand that you've got a lot of things you want to
do to completely characterize all the materials you listed. I
appreciate that you can't do every rock in the solar system. But
nonetheless if you do not even address the question of pre-mare
volcanism, I think as far as my team is concerned you're abrogating
your responsibility to this project. We've got to do the whole
planet, in some sense. And maybe you can say that we don't know
whether there was a pre-mare volcanism --we can accept that. But
if you say we're not going to consider it, I don't think we'd like
that.
SOLOMON
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I•m sure we 1 ll be in a position to speculate on the
nature of pre-mare volcanism. We won•t be in a position to characterize it. I feel quite sure that somebody along the line is
going to speculate about pre-mare volcanism, its nature, what it
was, and how much of it there was. I 1 m not worried about that.
But, as far as characterizing it in any detail, I find that difficult.
LOFGREN

I think this is a fairly simple question. In many Teams
the resolution on different planets and in different areas is different. You have only emphasized yours because you•ve got rocks
from the earth and so on. You•re going to do absolutely nothing
with regard to Mercury. But this project involves all the planets,
and I think that the highlands units for which there is good evidence
--or at least arguable evidence-- from other disciplines such as
photogeology, crater counting, and so on, that these are in fact
basaltic units derived from partial melting in the mantle, is an
entirely relevant topic for this project for the reason that Sean
stated. And if you cannot characterize the rocks, then obviously
you shouldn•t devote very much of your time to it. But we ought to
try to extend the techniques as far as they can to cover all the
planets in all the relevant areas.
CHAPMAN

I 1 ve chosen this morning to restrict my comments to
additions we can make to the data base. I feel confident that we
will speculate and speculate rather extensively on how you would
apply what we characterize and what we can characterize to interpreting whatever data we can obtain on volcanism on other planets. That
is the whole purpose of this project. But we•ve got to know wherever we . have basalts, what they are, and characterize them as well
as we can, so that we•re in a position to carry out the best kind
of speculation on the meager data that we•re going to get from those
other planets. Yes, Clark, that is a very valid approach, but it•s
not going to be applied in Chapter 1.
LOFGREN

HARTMANN
Which of the following two, would you say, characterizes
your attitude: if somebody hands you some sort of KREEP basalt
{whatever that is) which is likely to be a real igneous rock and not
a melt rock, are you going to look at it and measure all those
properties listed in your table, which I•m sure you can do; or are
you going to be inclined to say, well this is probably an upland
rock and that•s really confusing, so let•s kind of put it back on
the shelf?

we•re willing to look at the KREEP basalts. At least
insofar as they have igneous textures and we can deal with them in
a rational way. We 1 ll help out in any other way we can in regard
to mineralogy, petrography, and mineral chemistry of materials.

LOFGREN

Some simple terminology: how do KREEP basalts relate to
what Dave Walker calls Fra Mauro basalts, and to what Ted Ringwood
calls titanium basalts.

KAULA

LOFGREN

Far be it from me to answer that question.

Dave?
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What we•re calling Fra Mauro basalts have a major element
chemistry which is irrelevant to their KREEP content. They have a
major element chemistry which shows relationships to plagioclasesaturated liquids at low pressure. The low titanium basalts that
Ted Ringwood•s talking about are mare basalts of low titanium content,
not highland basalts.

WALKER

That•s the problem. Things are called basalt that show
no real evidence that they ever were a basalt. They may be part of
the crust. I mean there are things that you can put in the general
compositional category of a basalt. But you could equally call them
a gabbro. This is one of the problems that is involved in the whole
lunar terminology.

LOFGREN

I see two serious weaknesses in the program that you•ve
proposed. The first one is that Team 4 is convinced that a great
deal is going to be learned about the origins of planets, and about
basaltic volcanism generally, by studies of highly volatile elements
and highly siderophile elements. The effort that you•re proposing
in this area is rather minimal. I would like to see a greater effort
go into a larger number of analyses of a larger number of elements
on carefully selected primitive magmas than on the wide variety of
magmas that you•ve listed. The second problem is that if you•re
interested in the interiors of the planets, from where basaltic
volcanism came, you have to be interested in the residual refractory
material --the peridotite --which was left behind. If you look at
the data on terrestrial peridotites, you find an absolute mess. And
as much as we need data on basalts, we also need data-- good trace
element data-- on peridotites. Unless you get that data at the
same time as you get the same data on basalts, we•re not going to be
able to get at the trace elements of the source regions.

RINGWOOD

To speak to your second point first. What suite of peridotites would you suggest? Would you suggest looking at the nodules,
the lherzolites?

LOFGREN

RINGWOOD
They have to be fresh-- peridotites, preferably lherzolites
--which means inclusions usually in alkali basalts and some of the
fresh ophialite complexes. A suite of these, I think, is absolutely
essential to include. I would drop Island Arc volcanism; I think
this is a second order thing compared to the importance of these
other suites and processes. I think you diversified your terrestrial
basalt ranges much too much, at the expense of fundamental problems.

Okay. All I can tell you today is that we 1 11 take this
under advisement in Team 1, talk about it, and see what we can do.
In regard to your first question, we will attempt in our suites to
identify those samples which have the most primitive characters.
I would appreciate a letter from you outlining exactly what elements
you•re talking about. And then I will do what I can to get these
analyses on some appropriately sized suite of samples, realizing
that these analyses are not easy to do.
LOFGREN

A comment for the thermal people: volatiles are important
in determining the temperature of the melt when it formed at depth

SLEEP

- 10 and also the conditions in the evolution of basalts. Where we have
irreversible loss of volatiles (which, depending on different peoples
opinions, includes all of them), we obviously don't get useful
measurements of volatiles in any terrestrial rock unless we're very
careful. We select quench glasses which haven't vesiculated and
that's why I'm bothered with Hawaii being selected, because it's
known that the rocks that you get on the Hawaiian platform are
unsuitable in this regard. I suggest taking, even though they're
harder to get, samples dredged from sea mountain environments, which
are similar but haven't lost all their gases.
I mentioned that we might try to supplement that Hawaii
suite, and we will try.

LOFGREN

I'd like to comment on that and also on Ted Ringwood's
previous comment. I fully endorse the idea that we should be including volatile elements in the analytical program; that was a deficiency
I saw on your list, too. We're starting to recognize that these
elements may play an impo r tant role in fractionation processes and
so forth. So, I think it is important to characterize these, in many
cases on samples that I'll be trying to dredge up (so to speak) for
this program. We'll have information. We're trying actively to
get this done, but if we can't do it, I'll try to see that it gets
done through this group.
BRYAN

It's obvious there's a very limited number of samples we
can do this to.

LOFGREN

That's right, but I think it is important. And in the
matter of the island arcs, we considered this quite a bit in our
group too. I think maybe morphologically it's a write-off because
it's hard to distinguish basaltic units morphologically in an island
arc. But I think, also, that they may be features that are unique
to the earth and, therefore, something worth looking at because
maybe the earth is the only place we can see subductions on r elated
basalts. I think we have to look at that question very carefully.

BRYAN

This may be a bit of a naive question. As a part time
field geologist, I take a look at the tremendous amount of terrestrial
basalt types that you propose to run through. Let's say I was going
to consider the Columbia basalts; I'd do at least 100 samples just
on Columbia River basalts in a certain area. I would f i gure that
you'd need at least three or four thousand samples just to do
terrestrial basalts correctly, ignoring completely any lunar basalts
or meteoritic basalts. I'm asking if you're perhaps doing too much.
CHARETTE

I would agree with you if we were starting out cold, with
a general lack of knowledge, to collect and characterize. But,
we're starting out, hopefully, with advice from experts who have
already filtered the areas and done what you're talking about, and
who then can point to 20 or 30 samples that can quantify the extremes.
And we're looking from a planetary context, not just at the earth to
try to characterize basaltic volcanism on the earth in its entirety
with all its variations and possibilities, but instead standing back
LOFGREN
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and looking at the characterizing basalts on the whole body. We're
going to try to do it in a reasonable time and in a practicable way.
You just have to make trade-offs.
On a matter near and dear to my heart: in dealing with
the lunar basalts, can you make some evaluation of the possibility
of characterizing the average composition of basalts which make up
those soils which we know are different from the hand specimens.
It can be approached through lithic fragment averages, and the
problem begins to interact between your group and the remote-sensing
group. We've got to understand why that difference exists.

O'HARA

We will review your work, Mike, and cooperate any way we
feel we can.

LOFGREN

I feel I just have to reemphasize the point that Ted made.
One of the prime aims of this exercise is to better constrain the
composition of the earth's mantle. And you cannot succeed in doing
this unless you have good geochemical data on peridotites. Without
this exercise, we'll fail.

KESSON

If you've been observing what's going on, I think Team l
feels torqued into two directions. Some people say we're going too
much and some say we're doing too little. I think we're totally
sympathetic and agree with every single argument you're making, but
we would like to do our job very well if we're going to do it at all.
Thlre are a couple of misconceptions here: first of all, we are not
ignoring the things we don't reanalyze. We are go i ng to have a comprehensive review and discussion to synthesis exis t ing data on all
of these rocks that were mentioned. We will verge into andesites and
even rhyolites when appropriate. But we cannot get the total data
base. If there are darn good arguments for doing peridotites, we
will. We're not going to fight it, we will rediscuss the issue
that's why we're here, to discuss. But there's another problem here:
some of you feel that the only thing that Team 1 is expected to do is
to look at those basalts that tell us about the mantle. You're mainly
interested in the mantle, and that's a very important problem. But
we're torqued on the other end by the remote-sensing workers who say
you can't look just at the primary basalts because the major part of
the surfaces of the planets that we see are highly fractionated
basalts, so please look at those. Understand the problem. We're
going to try to do the best we can within the time we have to do it.
We will not exclude these things; we will take them under advisement
and do what we can.
PAPIKE

Tony, will you collect the s~ite of peridotites for us?
I would appreciate it if people who want to amplify what they've
said to me today will write me a letter. Norm, I wish you'd expand on
your letter to me in a little more detail; it was very terse and I
had trouble understanding it. Send me your letters -- t houghtful
letters-- and I will th e n circulat e them among my team.
LOFGREN

We're at a sensitive and formative stag e for Team . l now;
it's important that those inputs come into the Team rather quickly.

PEPIN
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TEAM 2:

COMPOSITIONS OF PLANETARY BASALTS BY REMOTE SENSING
LEADER: JOHN B. ADAMS

Team 2, the Remote-sensing Team, has set about the task
of trying to find and characterize basalts any place in the solar
system-- a fairly tall order. We define remote-sensing in a rather
strict way: we define it as sensing that gives compositional determination. Of course, photogeology is remote sensing in a way; crater
counting also is remote sensing. But we are leaving those activities
up to Jim Head•s Team ·5 and Bill Hartmann•s Team 8. We are restricting ourselves to those measurements that give us compositional determinations. We are also interested in the distribution of compositional
types, and many of you are familiar with the kinds of maps that have
been put together by the gamma-ray and X-ray teams, and with the
various vidicon and other kinds of images that have been made by
the multi-spectral groups. No given remote-sensing technique is
complete in itself. We do not have any magic technique that gives
us all of the information that we want. In fact, all of the techniques that we•re talking about are rather limited. One of the main
objectives of our Team is to try to put together the information that
comes from various sources to give us the best possible picture. The
moon is our best example, where we have the gamma ray, X-ray, and
spectral data. An important part of our chapter will be to show how
these different methods fit together to give us a reasonable coherent
picture of what is on the lunar surface.
ADAMS

There are major differences in scale among the different ~mote
sensing techniques. If we again use the moon as an example, the
orbital gamma-ray measurements have a spatial resolution on the
ground of about 50 to 100 kilometers, the X-ray fluorescence measurements about 30 kilometers, and the telescopic spectral techniques
from 20 down to 1 kilometer. These are very different techniques
that are giving us different information. The gamma-ray and X-ray
measurements are giving elemental compositions. The spectral
techniques are giving mineralogical data as well as some inferences
as to elemental composition. We, therefore, have different spatial
resolutions, and we have different techniques that give different
kinds of information.
During our first day we wrote up an outline of our chapter,
and it has not changed much after three days of talking.
1.

Introduction

2~

Techniques

3.

Basalt Data Base

4.

Moon

5.

Other Solar System Bodies

6.

Future Applications
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We will have a subchapter entitled Techniques; the purpose will be
to describe in considerable detail how each of the remote-sensing
techniques works. The section will be a critical review for those
of you who may not be familiar with one or with all of the techniques.
You must know how these methods work to be able to understand how
believable the data are. It is important that you neither ignore
some of our good data nor go ahead and make too much out of data
that we would like to be cautious about. We will concentrate on the
three primary techniques, namely the gamma-ray and the X-ray experiments which were flown in lunar orbit, and the spectral reflectance
technique which mainly has employed ground based telescopes. There
are a number of other remote-sensing methods that measure polarization,
photometric function, thermal properties, thermal infrared spectra,
radar backscatter, etc. If we re~ember that our objective here is
to try to understand basalts and to determine composition, we find
that the three primary techniques --gamma-ray, X-ray and spectral
--are the ones that will receive most of our attention. We will
mention the others, but we will present detail on the three primary
ones. Hopefully, out of this chapter will come not only a description
of how each technique works, but also a critical evaluation.
Our sub-chapter three will be entitled something like Basalt
Data Base, and here we would like to present a compilation in the
form of maps, tables, and listings of various kinds of existing data
that pertain to basalts. These tables will be short for some bodies
such as Mars, where we don't have much data on basalts. For the moon
and the earth there are data from various remote-sensing techniques,
but it is not always clear where to find this information. For
example, the lunar gamma-ray experimenters are looking more closely
at their data to pull out titanium information. It is there, but
it has not been published in a map form. A careful evaluation of
the counting statistics is required to be able to put this in a form
that is most useful. A map of the magnesium-silicon ratios from the
X-ray measurements would be useful for a number of purposes. This
has not been produced yet, but the data ~re available. There are a
number of new and convenient ways to present spectral data. The
point is that we would like to compile selected data for our own
Team, and the information will also be useful for many of you.
We have broken out a sub-chapter on the moon, because we have
so much data for the moon, mainly from the three primary remotesensing techniques that I mentioned. The moon has been our testing
ground for these techniques, and it has been because of lunar exploration that these techniques have evolved. Presumably these techniques
can also be used elsewhere, based on what we have learned how to do
on the moon. We will try to map out compositional units by all of
the available techniques, and we will put the remote-sensing data
that is available into a geologic context. This wi ll require a
synthesis of the data from the various techniques. We are going to
put together the gamma - ray, the X-ray, the spectral, and anything
else we can. For example, there i s some compositional information
that can be derived from the earth-based radar observations. We
will try to put the measurements into a geologic context; then, of
course, our task is to coordinate these observations with the
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morphological studies (Team 5}, and with the chronological studies
(Team 8}, and with other groups. We met with Team 1, for example,
and tried to find out from them what a basalt is. I think there
will be fruitful interactions with a number of Teams when we discuss
lunar basalts.
We have lumped everything else in the solar system into subchapter 5. It may look like we are giving this rather thin treatment right now, but we will discuss each of the objects in the
solar system and try to outline what we think we really can tell.
For example, for Mercury we probably do not have any compositional
data on basalts. The only available observations that are relevant
to composition are the spectral ones. With the telescope we measure
the whole planet and see lunar-like soil of highland composition.
If one could get a polar orbiter with geochemical sensors into orbit
around Mercury, one would be able to measure any basalts, and to map
their distribution.
In the case of the earth, we have a special problem-- there
are not very many available data that pertain to composition. When
you think of the so-called remote-sensing experiments that have been
flown in orbit and even from aircraft, very few of them are geologically oriented, and very few of those are compositionally oriented.
There are highly specialized techniques like gamma-ray prospecting
from low altitude aircraft to look for radioactive areas, for example,
for uranium prospecting, but this is going to tell us little about
basalts. The ERTS/LANDSAT images were not designed primarily for
geological measurements. Even if optimum data from these satellites
existed, there is a difficult problem in interpreti ng what the rocktypes on the ground are, because there is virtually ubiquitous
alteration of rocks on the surface of the earth. We will address
these problems, but again, remote-sensing has not told us a lot
about the composition and distribution of basalts on the earth. Of
course, the orbital gamma-ray and X-ray methods are not applicable
to the case of the earth because of atmospheric absorption. X-ray
does not work at all, and gamma-ray must be flown in a low altitude
aircraft.
Gamma-ray or X-ray data are not available for Mars, but there
are telescopic spectral data. New data have been obtained telescopically by McCord's group out to about 2.5 ~m that may give us some
information on basalts, especially in the dark areas, but the data
have not yet been completely analyzed.
For asteroids there are telescopic spectral measurements out
to 2.5 ~m for Vesta that indicate a basaltic mineralogy. Why there
is a basalt in the asteroid belt, and what it means is something that
is worth all of us paying some attention to. There are many other
observations on asteroids, and it's probably significant that few
others look like basalts.
It may be possible to get some improved spectral data on the
Galilean satellites and a few other bodies in the solar system, but
there probably is not much that will be said about basalts.
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We will have a chapter on future applications of remote-sensing
methods. It may be worthwhile to look ahead and to try and plan out
what we will be able to do a few years from now, because a planetary
exploration program can benefit by having remote-sensing be a precursor
to landings and sample returns. If we are going to continue to
investigate basalts in the solar system in future years, it is worth
spending some time discussing the potentials of various methods,
including new methods that are unproven, and their place in an overall
planetary exploration strategy.
To summarize, our work together as a Team has been exciting and
interesting, because we have had an opportunity to sit down and talk
to one another at some length and to really challenge and investigate
each other's ideas. This is a rapidly moving field and we have not
all been up to date on what other people have been doing. We have
also, I think, been impressed by the need within our own team to
coordinate our activities, because there's so much to be gotten out
of a cooperative approach using the different techniques ·to focus on
a particular problem. We hope that as we get organized and coordinated
that what comes out will be of considerable interest and significance
to the rest of you in trying to put together you.r particular aspects
of this project.
DISCUSSION
WOOD
Will you discuss the Viking and the Venera surface
measurements? I don't think they have fallen in anybody else's
baliwick.

ADAMS

We will discuss the Viking spectral measurements.

No, I mean the surface analyses of the X-ray, gamma-ray,
and X-ray fluorescence measurement on Viking and gamma-ray measurement
on Venera.

WOOD

That is our ground truth. We, of course, have a lot of
ground truth in the case of the moon. We will fold in discussions
of lunar samples and we will include other analyses that are available
such as Surveyor, and so on.

ADAMS

More than that, John, there is information there about
basalts on other planets and it's not going to be systematically
covered by any other Team. And it's a form of remote analysis.

WOOD

Okay, you're afraid that those analyses may not be discussed
anywhere else. We will discuss them in any case, as part of our evaluation of a ground truth; but I see your point, maybe we should make
another sub-chapter.

ADAMS

Can you within the limit of your team, consider the
possibility of getting any fabric information on the basalts by
remote-sensing? In particular, I'm concerned that we have no field
relations on the moon, effectively. Is there anything by any of the

O'HARA
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techniques which will be operating to tell us what the structure
of the flow might be?
ADAMS

What scale are you talking about?

Oh, 5 meters. Are the tops of flows persistently broken
up, are the bottoms massive? On another point, is there a possibility
of separating out remote-sensing information on composition according
to the grain sizes of the particles we•re looking at, or will there
be in the future? A more general point I would like to make is, do
we perhaps need a committee to look at the general question of
regolith formation and the chemical differentiation involved in
making it from the surface rocks?
O'HARA

Let me try to take these points one by one. Fabric is
difficult for us to do anything with, and it is also difficult for
the photogeologists. The scale is too fine for any of us to really
consider. Even from high altitude aircraft it•s hard to look at
fabric on the 5 m scale. The grain size question is something that
is a little bit more tractable, because grain size affects the
spectral reflectivity properties in a known.way. We have evidence
that most of the moon is covered by soils that are more or less
mature-- that have more or less reached a steady state of particle
size distribution. Bright craters expose blocks and fre$h rock.
Wtih a polar orbiter we could get one kilometer resolution with
spectral measurements, and could measure many bright craters to
get spectra of rocks. From earth-based telescopes we see mainly
soils. From a polar orbiter we could tell something, not only about
composition, but also about particle size and texture of the rocks.
Fine grained or glassy basalts have different spectra from gabbros,
for example, even if they are exactly the same compositon. The polar
orbiter, of course, is in the future. There are few spectral observations of bright craters now, because few are big enough to measure
from the earth. As far as starting up a committee is concerned (you
were looking at Bob when you said that), we are concerned about
lunar soils because virtually everything we look at is soil. When
one looks at a basalt flow on the moon, the shape of it, flow fronts
and all, one really sees the soil on top of that flow. When one
counts craters, they are mainly craters in the regolith. The gammaray, X-ray, spectral measurements, and any other remote measurements
are made primarily on the lunar soil. The spectral reflectance group
has been extremely sensitive to this because the soil has entirely
different spectral properties from the rocks. The question of how
representative the soil is of the underlying flows is something we
will address, but I think it might be useful if we coordinate closely
with the petrologists.
ADAMS

There was quite a lot of talk, Mike, about a separate
regolith group and a decision was finally reached to lodge it insofar
as possible within Team 2. I think if more assistance is needed it 1 s
up to John, and inputs he gets from other Teams, to suggest augmentation of expertise within that Team.

PEPIN

ADAMS

Would you like to be a member of Team 2?
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I don't think I'm the best person to do that. Even if
I came up with the answer I suspected is there, nobody is going to
believe me.

O'HARA

Even if we have some kind of working definition of "basalts ..
(Team 1 says it will take three years to get a precise definition),
I think it would be very useful for every group, at least Team 2,
to have working definitions on paper as a guide.

SCHONFELD

As we discussed with Team 1 yesterday, Team 2 is going
ahead trying to map out KREEP basalts on the moon (which we think
we finally have learned how to do), and we're so excited about it
that we don't care if Team 1 says that they are not true" basalts!

ADAMS

11

TEAM 3:

COMPOSITIONS OF PLANETARY MANTLES FROM EXPERIMENTAL PETROLOGY
OF BASALTS
LEADER: PETER J. WYLLIE

WYLLIE
During the past couple of days we have learned that some
Teams are at a formative stage of shaping up their problem with a
string of questions for other Teams to answer. We have also learned
that many of you are anxious for Team 3 to provide answers to many
questions. We are not ready to answer most of these. But we are at
a stage where we can see the shape of our problem, and begin writing
immediately. The problem is reasonably well-defined, and there is
already a long history of data gathering, of debate about the validity
of both data and interpretations, and some acrimony. We expect to
review the data, evaluate the debates, and banish acrimony with a
balanced account of the contributions of experimental petrology to
Basaltic Volcanism.

Our Team membership was recruited with two criteria in mind.
Firstly, we wanted to be sure that all main contributions and "schools 11
were represented by advocates on the Team. Secondly, we wanted . to
be sure that the Team members encompassed the range of relevant
specialties. Team members were asked to complete a significant
amount of homework before the meeting, and I am pleased to report
that everyone brought a pile of literature to the table for presentation and review. This material is now on file here at LSI, and
copies have been given to some Team leaders. The items that each
Team member prepared include the following:
1.
2.
3.

Proposed agenda for our Team meetings
Proposed outline of final chapter
Comments on the Kessen-Lindsley paper evaluating experimental
data

4. Reports or essays on assigned topics. Donaldson: crystal
growth in lunar basalts, including the textures that can camouflage
early history. Green: Canberra experimental contributions. Irving:
experimental trace element partitioning studies. Kessen (representing
Stony Brook and Canberra): all lunar experimental studies, with
evaluation of experimental problems. Merrill: synthetic basalt
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analog studies. O'Hara (representing Edinburgh and the Geophysical
Laboratory): Edinburgh contributions, and a bundle of preprints
including the geochemical implications of batch fractionation.
Usselman: oxygen fugacities of basaltic magmas. Walker: summary
of Harvard contributions, a comparison of approaches to the problem,
and a comparis~n of various basaltic types and their implications.
During this meeting, we combined the individual homework
contributions and accomplished the following:
1.

prepared a preliminary contents list for the chapter

2.

prepared rough drafts for some parts of the chapter

3. assigned responsibilities for writing parts of the chapter
by January 31, 1977, for distribution to Team members and for
consideration at our first workshop in March, 1977.
4. selected an eighth Team member to cover meteorites (Ed
Stolper has since accepted the invitation).
The preliminary, working contents list to guide the writing is
as follows:
Introduction
Experimental approach and philosophy
Geochemistry and types of experimental studies
Recommended approach in hindsight
Basalts
Primitive-primary, magmas and liquids
Petrographic - geochemical - experimental
Relationship among samples
Eruption and consolidation processes
Crust-building processes
Most primitive erupted composition
Consideration of plumbing processes
Plausible adjustments to magma composition
Best estimates of primary composition
Experimental data
Starting material
Run p.roducts
Techniques
Composition control
Modification during quench
Attainment of equilibrium
Experimental design and its relevance
Simple systems
Thermochemistry
Thermodynamics
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Earth
Selection of samples
Experiments completed
Interpretations
Testing of model compositions
Conclusions
Moon
Selection of samples
Experiments completed
Interpretations (a) High pressure
(b) Low pressure, surface crystallization
(c) Low pressure, equilibrium
crystallization
Testing of model compositions
Conclusions
Meteorites
Sub-heading similar to above
Other planets
Sub-headings similar to above
Review
Future work
We found, in our own discussions and in inter-Team meetings,
that we were rather concerned about the distinction between parental,
primitive, and primary basalts, and the petrographic, geochemical and
experimental data that might be used to distinguish these, once they
were defined to everyone's satisfaction. This leads us to what
everyone wants to know: Can experimental petrology answer the question
--what is the composition of the mantle? I think that the short
answer is no, but I am advised by some that this is too pessimistic
a view. There is a longer answer which will be contained in the
text outlined above. There are three steps. First, you decide what
composition represents a primary magma, then you make the phase
diagrams and, thirdly, you interpret that primary magma and the phase
diagrams in terms of processes and mantle sources, and you arrive at
a conclusion about the composition of the mantle from which the magma
was derived. But there is a link between the first and third step,
because in selecting a sample to represent the primary magma, you
make assumptions or deductions about processes. What we seek is an
internally consistent model involving source material, pressures
and temperatures, and derivative material. But the fact that a model
is internally consistent is not sufficient; it can be consistent but
wrong. Geological insight and interpretation is an essential part of
the whole business, and we all know that different geologists wear
different colored spectacles.
We intend to examine all of the data, all of the models, and
to compare the different approaches. We hope to end up with a
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balanced evaluation and --who knows --maybe even some preferred
interpretations.
Arising from these Team meetings, there may be suggestions
for additional experimental studies. The key to our problem, now
that the experimental difficulties and controversies appear to be
understood, is selection of sample and primary magma compositions.
Some Team 3 members will be adding data from their own experimental
programs on a variety of terrestrial, lunar and meteoritic problems.
In addition, the opportunity exists for a limited program of highpressure experiments on selected samples among those considered by
Team 1. That is all I have to say.
Before we break this up, I would like to emphasize to
Team 1 and the · others likely to make · inputs to Team 3, that if we
are going to undertake any new experimental program it will not do
to wait two and a half years and then define a new and exciting
composition that may tell us all kinds of things about mantles. We
have to know this soon, or we will not have time to complete any
runs of sufficient duration. So, I would urge that when you are
establishing your priorities as to whether you want to look at nearsurface rocks or rocks that may have come from deeper sources
look at the deeper ones first •

MERRILL

. TEAM 5:

DISTRIBUTION AND MORPHOLOGY OF BASALT DEPOSITS ON PLANETS
LEADER: JAMES W. HEAD

The objectives of our group are to establish on the basis
of morphology, geometry and stratigraphy, the areal distribution of
basalt deposits, the environments of basalt occurrence and the landforms and geometries that characterize these various environments.
We need to learn about the mode of origin of these various landforms
and what they tell us about eruption conditions and mechanisms. We
also need to look at these factors in time and space and compare
the history and styles of the basaltic volcanism on the various
planets.

HEAD

For the earth we reviewed the morphology, geometry, and eruption
mechanisms in several environments. Bill Bryan gave us an excellent
review of the mid-ocean ridge environments which may be analogous to
some of the environments on Venus with roughly comparable atmospheric
or surface pressures. We also examined Hawaiian shield volcanoes,
flood basalts, and basaltic plains. We plan to look at environments
to try to determine what factors are involved in the production of
various volcanic landforms, including viscosity, rates of eruptions,
vent configurations, preflow topography, etc. We found that we are
lacking morphometric data for a reasonable characterization of
terrestrial volcanic landforms. Most work has been done on specific
structures, and we found a distinct lack of comparison of the
morphometry of volcanic landforms in many terrestrial environments.
This is an area we're going to look into extensively in the course
of the project because characterizing these volcanic landforms and
the environment in which they occur is extremely basic to the
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establishment of the type of volcanism that is occurring on the
other terrestrial planets, and changes in space and time. We are
also lacking a catalog of the various volcanic landforms in the
different environments. This is very critical to the interpretation
of planetary imagery and to an understanding of the type of volcanism
that is operating, eruption mechanisms, and changes with time.
We have synthesized much information about lunar mare stratigraphy and lunar mare volcanism, but we have raised some important
questions as well. Mare deposits cover only about 17 percent of the
total area of the moon, almost the inverse of the distribution on
the earth. We are working on geometry studies to get a better value
for the overall volume of mare basalts over the period of mare basalt
eruption. Preliminary estimates on the basis of measurements in some
areas and extrapolation to others, strongly suggest that we're talking
about total volumes for surface mare basalts of less than 1 percent
of the total volume of the lunar crust. Much of the distribution of
lunar mare deposits is controlled by the topography of multi-ringed
basins. We are studying the stratigraphy of the mare deposits in
each basin to understand how these basins are filled, styles of
eruption with time, volumes with time, and how these changed in
areal distribution. Lunar mare deposits seem to be extruded through
a relatively passive crust, and magma sources are greater than 100
kilometers deep. We see little evidence of extensive shallow magma
reservoirs and we know that flooding persisted over an extensive
period of time, about 1.3 billion years. A major question is,
exactly where the upper and lower age boundaries of mare volcanism
lie. Another important question is the recognitions of volcanic
deposits in the time period prior to 3.9 billion years ago during
the period of more intense cratering. We need to work to distinguish
volcanic origins for various highland deposits such as light plains
crusts. This is particularly important when applied to the thermal
history of the moon and other planets. One of our major goals is
to establish criteria to distinguish between plains deposits which
are produced by impact and other processes, and those that are
actually volcanic in origin.
Mariner 9 imagery provided us with a very significant picture
of volcanism on Mars and showed that much of the northern hemisphere
there was flat plains units in contrast to the cratered terrain
to the south. We also have evidence of major volcanic constructs,
the major shield volcanoes. Mariner 9 provided us with significant
information about the general extent of volcanism on Mars. Viking
data is providing us with much of the detail that we'll need to look
at and establish styles and sequences by studying the morphology and,
with Team 8, crater chronology. It's clear on Mars that the lithosphere was more actively involved in basalt emplacement than on the
moon, but not as much as on earth. We will document the distribution
of volcanic morphologies, correlate volcanic and tectonic features,
establish the extent of volcanism in the cratered terrain to the
south, and correlate these elements in time and space.
A very major problem with Mercury is simply the recognition of
volcanic units. This problem is similar to the one on the moon where
we're using morphologic arguments to distinguish those plains which
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we've only seen less than one-half the planet from Mariner 10
imagery. The major morphologic features indicative of volcanism
are absent, and we have to again look at the problem of plains
origin. I hope we can learn from lunar samples and remote-sensing
by applying some of this information to our study of the plains
problem on the moon.
Venus, we know, is earth-like in size and density. On the
basis of earth-based radar we see craters which have been interpreted
as impacts and which suggest that massive lithospheric renewal may
not have been operating there. On the surface of Venus we also see
large valleys and depressions, not unlike the Vallis on Mars, and
possible low shield volcanoes. This may mean that Venus is much
more like Mars than the earth.
In summary, we see different problems on different planets.
We hope to .provide a more concrete picture of the styles, flux, and
modes of emplacement of volcanic deposits on the planets.
DISCUSSION
The history on the moon is telling us that our understanding of the geomorphology or the origin of some of these units
was tremendously aided by knowledge of the chemistry and the
petrology of the rocks. I think the problem in Mercury is just that
we don't have that information. And even though photogeology can do
marvelous things in crater mechanics, I still think you need to have
that information.

SCHONFELD

I agree, and that's why I emphasize the need to look at
the lunar plains problem with all available data, including orbital
geochemisty and sample information. I mentioned that we don't have
that for Mercury, but if there was any way that we could get a polar
orbiter that would surely help the problem.

HEAD

What we have right now -- the brief data on Mercury that
were discussed by John Wood and John Adams --is a very small amount.
You are stretching it as to whether those are really volcanic units
or not; the data are really too scanty.
SCHONFELD

TEAM 6:

TECTONICS AND BASALTIC VOLCANISM
LEADER: KEVIN BURKE

Introduction
The team discussed three major topics during the meeting: (1)
Tectonic settings of basaltic eruption on earth; (2) Mechanisms of
magma segregation and eruption and (3) Tectonics of basaltic eruption
on Mars, Mercury and the Moon and their comparison to terrestrial
basaltic environments.

- 23 TECTONIC SETTINGS OF BASALTIC ERUPTION ON EARTH
Secular Variation
Secular variation was first considered and three intervals of
time were selected. 1. The Latter Half of Earth History, the last
2.3 x 10 9 years, during which plate margin basaltic activity dominates
but minor non-plate margin volcanism occurs. 2. Archean Times,
defined as from 2.3 x 10 9 years to the age of the oldest preserved
rock on earth, during which nearly all preserved rocks appear to
have been made at plate margins : 3. Early Earth, the interval prior
to the formation of the oldest preserved rocks during which non-plate
margin basaltic activity may have been dominated by impact and during
which plate margin activity is presumed to have begun.
Early Earth
The nature of the tectonic setting of basaltic eruption during
this roughly 1 Gy long interval is an intriguing question, and members of Team 6 envisage interaction with members of at least Teams 3,
4, 7, 8, and 9 on the issue. Significant factors are clearly: The
effects of a high impact flux and the influence of water. Important
questions are: What was early convection like? Was the boundary conduction layer seriously disrupted by major impacts? How early was
there free water (as solid, liquid or gas?) at the earth's surface?
Observation and experiment suggest that material returned to
the interior of the earth in convection will generate calc-alkaline
igneous products by partial melting as long as some of it is wet.
Perhaps this represents the best criterion for recognition of the
plate tectonic environment, because in old rocks preserved evidence
is dominantly material, rather than structural (Wilson, 1968).
Archean Times
It appears generally feasible to recognize in Archean rocks
products of plate margin phenomena, and useful reviews are to be
found in McKenzie and Weiss (1975) and the papers in Windley (1976).
Some have felt that because Archean plates may have been generally
smaller in area than those of today,the environment was sufficiently
different to justify another, such as Goodwin's 'permobile regime',
but the difference appears one of degree as Archean processes were
not fundamentally different, and it is questionable whether a
different name is desirable.
Archean Ridge Products Tholeiitic basalt of ridge type
appears dominant in Archean volcanic piles. Komatiites represent
a special facies, and the suggestion of McKenzie and Weiss (1975)
that they were produced by partial melting at depth and rapid
ascent along an adiabat, seems a good initial hypothesis as to
their origin. High calcium anorthosites are another distinctive
Archean facies, and Moore's (1973) hypothesis that they are ocean
floor cumulates contrasts with Windley's (1976) that considers them
comparable to the anorthositic cumulates that underlie some modern
andesitic volcanoes. An interesting possibility is that Archean
ridge basalts may resemble marginal basin products more than MOR
basalts, but Gunn (in Windley, 1976) has discussed the difficulty
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of making this kind of distinction in the highly altered rocks of
the Archean.
Archean Convergent Boundary Products? The classical idea that
andesite was a major component of greenstone belts has been confirmed
in recent years, and the close association of andesite with tholeiite
in the belts raises an important question for Team 6 as to whether
arc tholeiites of Archean age can be distinguished from ridge tholeiites of Archean age. Both types can be expected to occur in greenstone belts on tectonic grounds, and it would be interesting to learn
(from Teams 1, 3 or 7?) whether it is feas1ble to distinguish them
geochemically.
Non-Plate Margin Basalt in the Archean The problem presented
by the extremely tectonized character of the Archean is that even
rocks made far from plate margins are now preserved in plate margin
structural environments, so that there is a very poor record of nonplate margin phenomena. Alkaline rocks, only well described from
Abitibi, but doubtless occurring elsewhere, are strong candidates
for a non-plate margin origin. Cooke and Moorhouse (1969) described
them as products of rifting formed after the folding of the greenstone belt, but they could perhaps ·have been formed as seamounts and
later carried into a convergent zone.
General Tectonic Environment of the Archean The picture
presented to Team 6 envisaged much more plate boundary than at
present as a means of dissipating the extra heat then being generated,
and saw preserved Archean rocks as representing six major environments: (1) oceanic basins with ridges (including those of marginal
basin type); (2) arc-trench gaps; (3) active arcs;· (4) trenches;
(5) inactive {remnant) arcs; {6) micro-continents made by lateral
accretion of arcs. The restricted distribution of granulites in
the Superior province and the general lack of highly potassic (minimal melting) granites and their complementary sadie-anorthosites in
the Archean suggest that although continental thermal gradients must
have been steeper, they were not steep enough to induce melting
within continents.
The Latter Half of Earth History
Basaltic eruption has been dominated by plate margin phenomena
in this time, but significant amounts of non-plate marg1n basalt
have been erupted and the environments in which this has happened
are important as being in some ways more comparable to environments
on other planets.
Plate Margins
Ridges-- Ophiolite, theoretical and observational geophysics, Deep Sea Drilling, and submersible observations have been
combined to produce models of mid-ocean ridge structure (within
Team 6 models have been erected by Sleep, 1976 and by Dewey and Kidd,
in press). These models have not addressed the question of magma
segregation in the mantle below the ridge nor the variations in ridge
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to variations in spreading rate.
Convergent margins: Island Arcs --Tectonic controls have been
suggested to exist on the eruption of tholeiitic and calc-alkaline
rocks in island arcs, and other compositional variations (e.g.,
shoshonitic and alkali basaltic associations in arcs) can possibly
also be linked to tectonic controls (see, for example, Delong et al.,
1975). The distribution of volcanoes along arcs and the effects of
ridge subduction (Delong and Fox, in press) are other phenomena at
island arcs with tectonic significance. Evidence bearing on theoretical analyses --for example, the question of the frictional
generation of heat on the slab --should be kept in mind.
Convergent margins: Andean --The effects of thick continental
material on the development of the convergent margin can be considered
in tectonic terms using seismic topographic information, as well as
the detailed structural geology of mountain belts like the Andes and
their .fossil analogues. Controls on the occurrence of Andean, as
opposed to island arc convergent systems, can be sought (see, for
example, Wilson and Burke, 1972).
Convergent margins: Himalyan/Tibetan-- The importance of
Tibetan volcanism with its . implications of massive continental
partial melting and fractionation (Dewey and Burke, 1973; Taylor,
in press) and the likelihood of extensive contemporary modification
of the underlying mantle with the possible development of cumulate
eclogites at depth (Jordan, 1976) and the probability of the opening
of lower crustal isotopic sys t ems (usually regarded as closed) to
mantle interaction are important considerations relevant to basalt
systems that are related to Tibetan convergent environments.
Transform fault environments: Continental --The Dead Sea and
the Salton Sea are small •pull apart• sp~eading centers on intracontinental transforms with some alkali-basaltic igneous activity.
Associated basalt has not been recognized elsewhere along intracontinental transformso
Marginal basins-- Whether the ridges within marginal basins
are tectonically distinct from the main oceanic ridges, and whether
ocean floor may even be made by some non-ridge process in marginal
basins are tectonic questions that relate to the environment of
basaltic eruption. There is contrast between some model studies
that predict establishment of the marginal basin well behind the
island arc from consideration of convective circulation above a
descending slab, and observations indicating that ruptures that
generate marginal basins have generally taken place along the axis
of the volcanic arc.
Non-Plate Margin Basaltic Volcanism
Two extreme hypotheses may be contrasted about the or1g1n
of non-plate margin volcanism. One envisaging potential basaltic
magma, as generally available in the mantle, sees the eruption of
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basalt away from plate margins as a simple response to the cracking
of the lithosphere. The other extreme hypothesis identifies all
sites of non-plate margin volcanism as overlying places where the
underlying mantle is compositionally, thermally, or structurally
abnormal. Fortunately Team 6 has members whose published interpretations of non-plate margin volcanism correspond to both the 'crack'
hypothesis {Turcotte) and the 'hot-spot• hypothesis (Burke and Kidd).
Moreover, it is clear that both solutions could be applicable in
particular circumstances.
Cracks --could be generated for basalt access by {a)
membrane stresses generated in lithospheric plates by motion over
a nonspherical earth; {b) thermal contraction of the lithosphere;
(c) horizontal propagation of cracks made by other origins, for
example, local bending under loading --as has been suggested for
the Punchbowl volcanics of Oahu and as may apply on other terrestrial
planets"
Hot-spot origins -- for non-plate margin volcanism have
been related to mantle heterogeneities. These are either compositional, as suggested by numerous geochemical and isotopic studies,
or related to thermal convection, or both. The uneven distribution
of non-plate margin volcanism on the earth with a great concentration
on the African plate has been pointed out by Burke, Kidd, and Wilson
and this has been associated with a widely recognized lack of relative motion of Africa with respect to the underlying mantle over the
last 25 million years. An analogy has been drawn between intracontinental volcanism in areas like the Ahaggar and Tibesti and
Martian volcanism.
Active intra-continental rift systems --are best known
from Africa where a genetic sequence from uplift and hot-spot volcanism
through rifting to continental rupture has been discerned. Basalts
are associated with all stages of the sequence and at the stage of
continental rupture non-plate margin volcanism grades into that of
a divergent plate boundary.
An.cient rift systems -Ancient rift systems are recognized
in rocks as much as 2.0 Gy old, although there are apparently none
in the Archean. Most have basaltic rocks in them. They are broadly
divided by Burke (in press) into (a) failed rifts (i.e., rifts that
never became oceans) within continents; (b) failed rifts at continental margins {11 sub-classes); and {c) aulacogens and failed rifts
leading into fold belts. Ancient rifts are often the site of later
thick intracontinental sediment accumulation and activation of the
basalt to eclogite transition in rift axial dikes is a possible
subsidence trigger.
Flood basalts in oceans --These areas are inaccessible
and are relatively poorly known. They include such features as the
Caribbean, the Manihiki plateau, the Shatsky rise, the Ontong Java
plateau, and the Benham Rise. They are areally much more extensive
than individual non-plate margin volcanics and they are characterized
by anomalously shallow sea floor usually forming plateaus. DSDP
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important than flows in their formation. Igneous activity over
these extensive areas appears to have been restricted to a few million
years where ages are available; with their continental counterparts
the eruptions of the oceanic flood basalts appear to have been the
largest non-plate-margin igneous events on earth. As such, they
represent largely unexplained phenomena in earth dynamics. Because
virtually all ocean floor older than 180 million years has been subducted or abducted, there are no pre-Jurassic representatives of this
population of objects.
Flood basalts on land --Although there are no extensive
areas of flood basalt on land older than the Tunguska traps of Siberia
{Triassic?), the widespread occurrence of basaltic dike swarms, such
as the Mackenzie, Mathachewan, and Ameralik swarms, suggests that
similar flood basalts have been erupted throughout the latter half
of earth history. There are links to episodes of nearby continental
rupture in the Deccan, Parana, and Britain/Greenland flood basalts
but not apparently in Tunguska. An association with hot-spots and
rifting can be perceived in the Parana, Karroo, and Columbia River
basalts.
MECHANISMS OF MAGMA SEGREGATION AND ERUPTION
This covers a wide range of phenomena and members of the Team
expressed misgivings about the dearth of basic physical information
in critical areas {for example: information about the surface chemistry
of the crystalline phases in the mantle). A major development since
the meeting has been the publication of an authoritative monograph
by H. s. Yoder entitled ••Ge neration of basaltic magma," published by
the National Academy of Sciences, 1976, 265 pp., which discusses
many fields considered by the Team. Members of the Team should have
opportunities to read the monograph prior to our next workshop.
During the meeting a close community of interest with members of
Team 5 on magma generation was recognized and T. McGetchin led a
tutorial on the subject for the two Teams. Work leading to a chapter
on this topic may be best tackled by the two Teams working together.
TECTONICS OF MARS, MERCURY, AND MOON AND COMPARISON TO TERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENTS
Apart from the compressional phenomena on Mercury the Team saw
little evidence of lateral motion on other planets and concluded that
most opportunity for comparisons with the earth lay in the vertical
tectonics of the terrestrial planets.
Vertical tectonics on the earth has been a subject of interest
of Team members. Sleep and Turcotte have published on the Michigan
Basin and Burke on the Chad Basin. Subsidence is easier to treat on
earth because sediments fill basins and these are often penetrated
by oil wells yielding data on subsidence and deposition. The subsi dence of basins is readily treated as a flexure, and uplift is a
complementary flexuring process. On earth there is a close association
between uplift and basaltic eruption, best seen at hot-spots and only
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This also appears to have been the case on Mars where volcanism and
uplift are associated in Tharsis. A contrasting condition apparently
obtained on the moon where basalts flooded low-lying maria and
analysis of the reasons for this contrast seems a promising approach
to comparative vertical tectonics of the terrestrial planets.
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DISCUSSION
IRVING
I would just like to say that we're very encouraged that
you're going to work on the problem of segregation.

One of the things we were told, Tony, was that you were
far ahead in this.

BURKE

Yes, yes. Well, we felt it was an obligation to deal with
this problem. But we didn't actually have somebody who said, 11 I'm
leaving the meeting and I'm going home and I'm immediately going to
start working on segregation ... In fact; I do feel that since this
has clearly been identified --and was identified in the original
proposal --as a major problem, and since we talked about it and
found there is a lot of work going on, there is a need to add a Team
member in this area. I think the person who is really very close to
it is Tom McGetchin; there's a lot of interest in this in Los Alamos.
It might be appropriate to have him on our Team as well as on Team 5
for this reason.
BURKE

TEAM 7:

CHRONOLOGY OF BASALT ERUPTIONS FROM RADIOMETRIC STUDIES
LEADER: GEORGE W. WETHERILL

Our Team consists of a rather heterogeneous group of people who
have in common their experience in the field of isotope geochemistry
and geochronology. However, you also will find that most of these
people are primarily interested in other scientific problems related
to the purposes of this project. To a large extent they don't view
what they do in the area of geochronology as an end in itself; perhaps
because it's something of a bore just to do geochronology, as the
really exciting things are what you can learn with these techniques.
As I see it, the mode in which we plan to operate is to participate
in the activities of various other teams and bring expert knowledge
in the area of isotope geochemistry and geochronology to these Teams.
For example, when such questions come up as to exactly what are the
Sm-Nd constraints or the Rb-Sr constraints on the origin of mare
basalts, or the significance of the xenon coming from the earth's
mantle, we plan to be able to give good answers. We wish to be in
a position to give detailed and informative treatments of these
subjects rather than saying, "I think somebody worked on that. 11 In
addition, we plan to meet as a group and discuss these compilations,
syntheses, and ideas with one another in an atmosphere 11which is
1 ikely to be more critical than that in giving out the gospel 11 to
a group of people who may not be so well informed with the problems
involved. We have assigned a number of topics to various people
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who will prepare compilations and syntheses in the next six months
or so.
Several members of the group have also volunteered to participate in analytical work on some of the suites of basalts which we
heard about from Gary Lofgren: to actually make measurements in the
areas of rubidium-strontium, uranium-lead, etc., on these particular
rocks as well as on the rocks of their own which are relevant to the
project.
We have not prepared a chapter outline or assigned writing
responsibilities partly because I think some of the products of this
Team will more readily fit into somebody else•s chapter rather than
into our own. And partly because I sort of think that to formalize
our work so much at this point might stifle some of the experiment
which is going on here, namely of creating a Tower of Babel of people
who hadn•t previously listened to one another very carefully and
then seeing what happens. If we already decide what•s going to
happen ahead of time we may cut this off. There might not be much
to this, in which case it wouldn•t make much difference, but we
prefer to wait a while and see.
More specifically, the kinds of things we can do which are
relevant to the project break down into two general areas. The first
is simply chronology per se: How old is a particular rock from the
earth or the moon or basaltic achondrite parent body? In this area
there are various subjects to which we plan to address ourselves in
the next six months. For example, there is the question of the extent
to which zircons can be used to resolve small differences {e.g.,
±2 m.y.) in age between greenstone belts and associated gneisses.
Other topics in this area include a general understanding of the
extent of possible periodicity of basaltic volcanism throughout time,
the compilation and thorough familiarity with the interpretation
the data of lunar and achondritic volcanism, and an attempt to
synthesize the photogeological, cratering, dynamical, and chronological data with the goal of understanding the absolute cratering
time scale for the moon and, hopefully, for other planets as well.
The other area is not really chronology, but use of radiogenic
isotopes and associated trace elements to characterize sources of
basalts. This is the area which includes terrestrial mantle isochrons, .. modern and ancient, of the sort that Brooks and Hart have
reported, and will continue to work on in connection with this project. Tera has volunteered to do similar things for lead. This
work will include actual measurements and evaluation of the ways that
such measurements tell us about the history of terrestrial differentiation as indicated by isotopic data on strontium, lead, neodymium,
inert gases, etc. The same thing can be done for the moon. Rama
Murthy has indicated interest in isotopic measurements related to
postulated peridotite sources of basalts. We will ask Claude
Allegre to consider the problem of formal inversion of isotopic and
11
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for the or1g1n of basalts and thereby, to treat the inverse geochemical problem, rather than confining attention entirely to the
direct problem of calculating the predictions of specific models.
These are the kinds of things we're going to be talking about. Some
of these topics have been handed out as review article-compilation
assignments to be presented to a Team meeting in the next six months
or so. We would also like to meet jointly with some other Teams,
as well as being associated members of various Teams.
TEAM 8:

CHRONOLOGY OF BASALT ERUPTIONS FROM ASTROGEOLOGIC STUDIES
LEADER: WILLIAM K. HARTMANN

The goal of Team 8 is to try to produce whatever information is possible on the chronology of these erupted flow units. I'd
like to avoid using the word basalt, since we don't really know in
cratering studies what kind of flow unit we're talking about. We
hope to provide chronological information of that kind to the other
Teams, like whether the eruptive activity is concentrated in the
first third, or the middle third or the last third of the planetary
history. It's that kind of information we can get out. We have,
I'd say, four straightforward activities that seem to have emerged
from the discussion.

HARTMANN

The first activity is summarizing some of the crater count data
from different investigators for geologic units on different planets.
I think the contribution we can make here is, for the first time, I
believe, to pull together some of the different people's counts in
one format that is uniform. This alone should be a useful contribution from the project, and we already have prepared some examples of
such diagrams. They are the standard format, with the diameter of
the crater versus the number per square kilometer. We've even
standardized how we are going to present our error bars, so you will
be able to see a whole series of these kinds of diagrams for different
planetary units. The data for the average maria on the front of the
moon are an important set of reference data, because that is the best
dated unit and it is also a unit that has enough craters to get good
statistics; so we are proposing to define average maria as a standard
reference line and put that background reference line on all of our
diagrams. We propose to assemble a set of probably a dozen or more
of these diagrams for different units on different planets. I might
say, in connection with this first activity, that we're in the
interesting position that our data are perhaps the most uniform
from planet to planet of any Team. That's useful, given the philosophy of this project, in allowing us to approach the planets in a
really comparative sense.
The second activity is to examine the whole question of crater
production rates on different planets. We have two kinds of information on the current production rate. Mike Dence has a list of something like fifty terrestrial craters now. We know something about
the ages of these craters and the units that they're formed on, so
that we can calculate how fast craters are forming on the earth. We
propose to re-examine crater densities on the different lunar units
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that have been dated and try to understand something about the
production rate of craters on the moon. We will then synthesize
these two so we really know the creation of craters in the earthmoon system.
The third activity is to examine the crater production rate on
other planets relative to the moon. Here we've had intensive discussion with George Wetherill; Weidenschilling, who•s working with
George, is on our team. This work involves Monte Carlo calculations
starti~g with certain kinds of orbits and calculating, for bodies in
a given orbit, how many will hit Mercury, Venus, Earth, the Moon,
or Mars.
The fourth activity then is to derive the chronology based on
these other three steps. In other words, we will take the numbers
of craters on the different units we've studied and divide by the
crater production rates to get some measure of age.
There are three problems we have talked about in our various
meetings. One is the chronology of other kinds of units. The units
that I've been mentioning are really the obvious units, like the
big dark maria on the moon-- the classic maria. Or Olympus Mons,
the Tharsis volcanoes on Mars, perhaps the Caloris Basin on Mercury.
But we've been forced into more subtle kinds of units. _The region
near Schiller is an example of a unit that would be normally considered a light highlands unit. There's · a basin, a big outer ring,
and remains of an inner ring. The floor at low lighting looks like
a mare deposit. It is flat, but it's pretty well beat up with
craters. If you look at this at full moon lighting, you see a
pattern of overlapping rays but with little bits of really dark
albedo showing through in various places. So the whole thing to a
casual glance at full moon looks like a light upland surface, but
when you look at the structure you find that there•s a basin here
with a mare-like fill, and at full moon lighting you find that there's
slightly lower albedo. The uplands are full of these kinds of units.
As we go back in time to units with higher crater densities, we start
picking up units that seem to be flow units; they•re more cratered,
and so the rays have overlapped and there's an albedo evolution.
When units are young they tend to be nice and bright or dark, but
they seem to. evolve by rays overlapping and mixing towards the
uplands color. The implication is that there are upland volcanic
units. In fact, there's even now remote sensing data that Carle
Pieters has shown me, suggesting that these same units have basaltic
compositions or mixed basaltic/upland kinds of compositions. A
second problem is the use of smaller craters to try to get better
resolution in time and space. If you have a small unit, you don't
have any big craters on it. There are only small craters, and there's
a lot of conflict in the literature on what these small craters are.
Are they secondaries, primaries, volcanic, or collapse pits?
Different people's chronologie systems for utilizing small craters
depend on what they think these craters are; we have several Team
members trying to look into this problem. The third problem I
sense is that it seems to me from what we've heard here this morning
that different teams have quite different structural approaches to
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existing data to setting up whole new research programs. I'm
wondering whether all these approaches will fit together in a
homogenous document.
DISCUSSION
WOOD
In the first place, I think the requirements in these
different areas must vary, so it's probably not very practical to
try to lay down a uniform policy of behavior. In the second place,
it didn't seem very advisable. It was our theory from the beginning
that if we were to secure the cooperation of some really high level
Team leaders, we would have to give them a large degree of autonomy
in their operations, and so we have not tried to lay down very rigid
guidelines. And personally, I'm very satisfied and impressed with
what I've seen at this meeting in terms of the way the Teams are
functioning. But I do agree, it's a rather uneven pattern of
activity. Is this a matter of concern to the group? • . • Not yet.

In order to date those upland units, I think you should
consider the Apollo 16 landing site. The rocks have been dated
by studies in the laboratory, giving a variety of ages in the landing
site. The question is, how do you then assign the plains a certain
age, what ages do you choose, and how do you know which are the
representative rocks?

SCHONFELD

That's why I listed the highlands as a problem area, as
opposed to what I was calling simpler kinds of mare units. The real
problem I'm concerned about is if we start developing chronological
data and ignore highlands, then we will conclude there was a volcanism
wave that peaked 4 to 3.2 eons ago. But as soon as you get back
into the uplands and the heavier crater densities, if you really
believe you are seeing volcanics units, the volcanic activity starts
to look more uniform. The two different assumptions produce wildly
different thermal scenarios. All I can say is that I agree that the
highlands are complex, but I think we have to at least look and make
some judgment of what we know and what we don't know. We can't afford
to take some approach that says, "let's only do the simple part of
the problem and ignore anything earlier than 3.8."
HARTMANN

Bill, I would object to your use of the term basaltic to
describe those slightly more mafic compositions in the highlands.
What we know is that they're more mafic than the anorthositic material,
but we don't know that they're basaltic.

LOFGREN

That's fair enough. I guess I started off honestly with
my term "eruptive flow unit," and then slipped up.

HARTMANN

I'd just like to emphasize something that Bill
touched on lightly, and that is that crater counting can accomplish
two things, one of them very well, and one of them not nearly as
well. On any given planet we can establish relative ages of different
units, I think to an accuracy satisfactory to most of the Teams
WEIDENSCHILLING
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provided the unit is large enough and old enough to have a statistically significant number of craters. In terms of absolute ages,
which are what everyone would really like, we're forced to rely
mostly on assumptions which are very model dependent for Mercury
and Mars where we have no 'independent radiometric dates. That
situation is much less certain; I wouldn't call it hopeless, but
it's going to be inherently a lower resolution problem.
That's why I used that phrase about the first third, the
middle third and the last third of history. If everyone is at least
willing to accept that there was intense cratering on all the planets
four eons ago, then the uncertainty is not so bad. If a unit is four
eons old it is saturated with craters, and we can probably tell you
that it's likely four eons old; if it's a lot younger than that, we
can say something about its age with an uncertainty of, say, a factor
of 3, or something like that.

HARTMANN

O'HARA
I think we've touched here on what you've said, and on
what Gary Lofgren said again, on this problem of what I think we're
going to end up defining as feldspathic basalts. There are feldspathic basalts in the highlands. I think if we try to pretend that
they're not part of this project, we're going to end up drawing some
very fuzzy lines and leaving out some of the most important rocks
we're going to handle from the moon or perhaps from Mercury; and
what we handle from Mars is still very much in the air. We've got
to try to look at everything we might find on these surfaces, and
I think that from what's been said here, these feldspathic basalts
are a dominent · component of the highlands, or the highland surface.

I'm fairly convinced that the amount of knowledge we're
going to get as we go from 3.5 eons ago to 4.1 eons ago drops off;
the knowledge gets much more fuzzy. · But I don't think we should
put any artificial barriers on the project. I apologize to Gary for
making him kind of a lightning rod on this issue at the beginning,
but I wanted to get it into the open. Our Team was hearing rumors
that maybe there was going to be some Project policy decision to
consider only mare units; I just wanted to say that we shouldn't do
that.
HARTMANN

I think that in the case of crater counting your decision
is the correct one, and is very clearly so. There's no way that you
can sharply delineate a mantle derived basalt from something else.
I think its your duty to consider all of these things --they're
part of the time record. In the case of observational and experimental petrology, I think it gets to be a lot harder question, Mike,
simply for the practical reason that we have to set ourselves a task
we can do. That really is the only thing I'm concerned about. We're
not trying to exercise doctrine about what is and is not an approachable basalt. We've just got to cut out a job for ourselves that we
can do in three years. If you think we can take on the problems of
the lunar crust and things like that, in addition to considering
mantle derived basalts, and do a good job of it in the time we have,
why more power to you.
WOOD
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I feel we•ve got to pay attention to the basalt-textured
fragments from the highlands. They are a real unit, and I think
that if that was all we had we•d be happy to call them feldspathic
basalts at this stage; they•ve got to be included, because they
actually represent the surface flows-- if they are flows, and it
looks as if they might be-- from something like three-quarters of
the lunar surface. Sure, our sampling of them is limited to small
fragments, but they must be a very important constituent of that
surface.

O'HARA

OK, I guess l 1 d be willing to grant that a really comprehensive treatment of basalts should include discussion of these
rocks. It just comes down to a question of how much effort you
want to allocate to them, as opposed to things you have ·bigger and
better samples of.
WOOD

I think on that question, too, we•ve been encouraged
during the last few days. There may be growing observational evidence, especially remote-sensing evidence, bearing on the question
of whether there are basalts in the uplands. In fact, we were talking
to Pieters about specific places to observe and that sort of thing.
1 m encouraged that there•s more of a link among the various Teams
on this issue than we might have surmised at the outset.

HARTMANN

1

The whole question of highland basalt worries me a little
bit, though. Sure, perhaps we have some in the samples, perhaps we
don•t, and I can understand the queasiness that Team 1 is going
through. But if highland basalts do exist, we still have to know
from the remote-sensing point of view how to define them, regardless
of whether we have or do not have samples. What observable features
define a 11 highland basalt 11 ? Morphologically, the crater people and
the photogeologists can define landforms, but still we have to have something that will say yes or no. I guess J•m asking for an observable
feature other than the 60 percent Si0 2 what we can try to find.
LOFGREN
J•m sure that we will review the controversy on the
existence of these things and their characteristics as they•ve been
defined. There are maybe five or six samples in the lunar suite for
which we can throw some data on the board, but it•s hard to say that
they are related in any systematic way to liquids from the interior
or anything else that we can characterize to some degree to tell
what they are and what their chemical composition is. To try to
relate them to primary liquids or primary basaltic evolution is
very difficult.

PIETERS

WOOD
This is really a major problem that•s emerged from our
meeting. I don•t think we•re going to solve it right here and now.
It ought to be the subject of conversation at some of the Team
meetings that are going to come up during the next year. I think
everyone•s well aware of the problem; it•s something we•11 have to
resolve pretty soon, because the work of other Teams is going to
depend upon what Teams 1 and 3 decide.

J•m very interested in Mercury; that•s my bag right now.
The reason I was prompted to go back to the moon and look at these

STROM
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so-called intercrater plains was because this is the major unit on
Mercury. Morphologically, they're essentially identical. And a
case can be made that on Mercury we're dealing with a volcanic unit
which was implaced during the period of heavy bombardment. There's
only a little of this preserved on the moon, but it is the major
unit on Mercury. To ignore this completely would be, in my view,
tragic at this point, because it's trying to tell us something very
basic and fundamental; I don't think it's something we can just
sweep under the carpet anymore.
The gamma-ray experiment really shows the largest farside
basin. There is a chemical unit inside the basiri, based on the iron,
magnesium, and thorium in some way. You can say, well, it's similar
to what's called low-K intermediate Fra Mauro type and so that's
close to the possible volcanic rock there. We don't have samples
from there, but we have a lot of samples from the Apollo 14 site and
they are not basalts. I think it's something we should consider.

SCHONFELD

A philosophical point which I'll make, just to try to
make myself popular, as usual. I detected, in a comment made just
now, a sort of faint feeling that we don't want to handle the feldspathic basalts because we can't relate them to our prejudices about
what a liquid from the interior should look like in light of the
so~ts of model we've already built up.
I think we should be very
careful that we don't try to enshrine our present understanding in
the way we set up this book. We've got to leave it wide open so
that we can handle any problem which comes along.
O'HARA

TEAM 9:

THERMAL HISTORIES OF THE TERRESTRIAL PLANETS
LEADER: SEAN C. SOLOMON

Let me begin with the general approach and philosophy on
Team 9, which addresses thermal histories of the terrestrial planets
and terrestrial bodies, and more specifically how we have conducted
ourselves ·at this meeting and what we hope to accomplish in the near
future. Some of the problems that face our Team in terms of general
approach can be understood when you look at two possible extreme
approaches we might take to thermal histories. At one extreme we
could sit down and synthesize the subject as it now stands; to do so
wouldn't require us to have to come to this meeting and wouldn't be
terribly interesting to us. At the other extreme, we could synthesize
the subject after the full range of input from Teams 1 to 8, an
approach that's much more interesting to us and part of the reason
we are in this project. But we don't have to come to these meetings
for another year if we are just waiting for other Team reports. So,
we're trying to strike some kind of middle ground. Our problem at
least illustrates the strong dependence of the utility of our results
on early input from the other Teams.
SOLOMON

There are a few statements of general working philosophy that
our Team has decided upon. First, when we're dealing with the question of planetary thermal history, we cannot consider basaltic
volcanism in isolation from the rest of the history. Rather, we have
to address many questions that are widely removed from the general
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subject of this project, such as early solar history, the origin of
magnetic fields, and stages in planetary history when no basalts are
produced. We must treat each planet as a whole and we are going to
look at basaltic volcanism in the context of that entire history.
Another general point of agreement is that in modeling thermal history, we cannot be confined in our considerations to merely basaltic
volcanism; that to fully utilize what we know about planets and make
reasonable thermal history models, we have to consider the whole
range of igneous processes. While we don't expect input from other
Teams on subjects which they do not consider within their purview,
neither can we be restricted to too narrow a subset of the total of
igneous and thermal history of planets. Finally, our approach to
thermal modeling is not going to be one where at the end of three
years we announce one definitive evolution model for each body. Our
approach, instead, will be one of hypothesis testing: adopting a
set of premises and looking at the consequences for thermal models
of those premises. We seek general conclusions about each planet
and testable predictions from the input of the other Teams. But you
start to realize very quickly that multiple hypothesis testing is a
long game. Imagine that we ask each of the other Teams two questions
each and, while they can't give us a definitive answer, perhaps they
give us two possible answers for each of those questions. Then we
need about 100,000 models to test all of those independent suggestions. Obviously we can't be that thorough.
What did w~ do as a Team at this meeting? You should realize
that we brought to this meeting quite a variable state of ignorance
about planetary volcanism. You might say that, when we came here,
on many problems we didn't know our Arsia Mons from a hole in the
ground. So we spent a lot of time talking with as many Teams as we
could and asking questions, many of them very naive. We've tried
to learn the state of uncertainty, which often seems to be vast, in
other Teams' subjects. At the same time, we made something of a
shopping list of the kinds of things we'd like to know from all the
other Teams. Some of the listed questions we're never going to have
answered, we're told. That's a reasonable reply, one we can learn
to live with. Hopefully, some of the questions we asked will torque
the other Teams to consider issues at an early stage in their
deliberations that they might not have approached otherwise.
We spent the first day of this meeting outlining our subject,
or equivalently outlining a chapter in a book. The outline is
fairly detailed, but includes both items on which a lot of work has
been done and entries about which zero is known. We have identified
Team members who have responsibility for writing up preliminary
drafts of all of the major sections. Some preliminary sections that
fall within our own house include discussing modeling procedures for
thermal histories, reviewing critically what's known about the
physical parameters that go into those modeling procedures, and
defining the philosophy of modeling. This last subject basically
consists of how we utilize the data from all the other Teams, how
we best dial them into thermal history models. We next must treat
the initial conditions of the planets, including the energy sources
for early heating and the style and timing of differentiation of
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core and crust. Finally, we must consider possible thermal histories
for each of the terrestrial planets. We must also face up to the
Vesta problem, and we shall probably consider, at least briefly,
the meteorite parent bodies.
Also during this meeting we tried to identify some important
subjects which · are ripe for collective work within the next year.
One of these subjects is strictly in-house: a critical comparison
of different modeling techniques for convection and for planetary
differentiation. We want to try enough models with different techniques using the same assumptions to learn the limitations of our
models. Another of the opportune subjects that came up Kevin Burke
has already discussed: the magma plumbing question. Many of our
Team members are very interested in that field. Finally, we're
quite interested in the very early thermal history of planets,
especially the formation of crusts. The subject requires a coupling
of chemical differentiation and thermal evolution and probably, a
strong emphasis on the formation and early history of the earth.
Ea~ly terrestrial history is an area that's important for many of
the other Teams, but one on which we're probably not going to get
much strong input from them in the way of hard data. And we can
start working on the subject now and begin to ask other Teams the
kinds of questions we might be able collectively to answer.
In terms of logistics for the future, I mentioned we have already
outlined the scope of our subject now, and we're already talking about
writing rough drafts. We have the idea of starting out with drafts
of chapter sections that can be put into a loose leaf notebook. In
the next two years the sections will grow and change and be ripped
out and pasted back together.
Our ideas on workshops may be a little blasphemous. We don't
want a full team workshop for the next year, but we do want to make
use of the workshop concept and the workshop travel money to have
sub-meetings of the Team. We propose that on the hot subjects, areas ·
we think can profit by immediate work, we will organize mini-workshops. Not all of our Team members will go to every mini-workshop.
Fo r mos t s uc.h mi n i - wo r ks ho ps we wi 11 i nv i t e r e pres e n t a t i ve s from
some of the other key Teams and perhaps people who are outside the
project but have some particular expertise on the subject. We
might have a workshop, for instance, on magma plumbing. Only part
of our team would go, but we would include a Team 5 member, a Team
6 member, and perhaps others. About a year from now the state of
our grand synthesis will warrant scheduling of full Team workshops.
Finally, on the subject of communication, I want to stress
again that it is very important for our Team, if our contribution
to this project is to be an integral part, that we be in on the
data link from all the other Teams at a very early stage. Most of
the considerations of our Team are very far down the logic chain
from raw data, but when new data are available, when a team has
reached some consensus on possible models, we would like to have
that information at the earliest possible time. Now and then I'm
going to call each of the Team leaders to keep reminding him of our
need for new input and to find out what his Team has in their latest
bag of tricks.
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TEAM 10:

BASALT ERUPTION AS A STAGE IN THE HISTORY OF TERRESTRIAL
PLANETS
LEADER: WILLIAM M. KAULA

I find it difficult to say anything which does not repeat
other people•s words, other than to say ~hem in a different way.

KAULA

A major concern of Team 10 is the definition of the goal of
this effort. As has already been protested, the goal should be
something more than describing rocks which are volcanic and have
less than 60 percent Si02. From a theoretician•s point-of-view, a
more satisfying goal would be undertaking a major class of processes
common to the evolution of all terrestrial planets.
The major process most closely related to basaltic volcanism is
crustal formation, the second biggest thing in a planet•s history
after it gets together, secondly only to core formation. We know
very definitely in the case of the moon, and very probably in the
case of the earth, that a major part of crustal formation happened
very early and very fast, a process maybe quite different from what
has happened since. Hence, perhaps instead of crustal formation per
se, our subject should be subsequent crustal evolution. This
choice reemphasizes what has already been mentioned as a difficulty:
the evidence for initial crustal formation is not there at all in
the case of the earth or is mixed up, in the case of the moon. As
most emphasized by some petrologists like Jim Papike, we want to do
the feasible. Crustal evolution subsequent to the initial differentiation does have fairly well characterized parts, such as melting
at depth. The resulting differentiation necessarily has two parts,
one of which we are studying. Concerning the other, we have had at
least occasional pleas that we must consider it to keep the picture
complete. Another aspect which hasn•t been mentioned at all (except
a bit by Kevin Burke) is that of recycling crustal material and the
evidences which can be related to the basaltic record that t~ll us
about this.
As George Wetherill emphasized, there are some contrasts in
style in the project. One extreme might be the very neat lists of
basalt types which Gary Lofgren presented. The other extreme in
style is that which inspired Wetherill •s remark: .Ted Ringwood 1 s
extrapolation from mantle composition to the origin of the moon.
The assignment of Team 4-- Mantle Composition from Seismology and
Cosmochemistry-- logically follows those of Team 1 --the rocks -and Team 3 --the more local scale melting and differentiations in
phase equilibria. The next evident question is what can seismology,
etc., tell us about the source regions of basalts. Phrasing the
question in this way, we must talk about the mantle residuum of the
initial crustal formation. What Ringwood did was to open up the
whole matter that a notion of what the source region is depends upon
past events of a cosmogonical sort; what was this region made from
in the first place? The classic assumption about the earth is that
it was roughly chondritic. However, in a crude way we know from
the densities of the planets and considerations of condensation, etc.,
that there is a progression, apparently related to a central heat
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source, from Mercury on out to Mars, which entails different origin
contexts for basaltic volcanism. The moon is a worse problem in
that it departs from this progression. What Ri~gwood emphasized to
me (though he probably did not intend to) in picking on his favorite
strawman of condensation from the nebula -- is that certain differentiations in the moon, such as the loss of siderophiles relative to
lithophile refractories, could never be accomplished in the nebula:
the moon's material must be processed in other ways to explain its
loss of iron, and perhaps enrichment in aluminum, etc. Ringwood
chooses the processing plant we know the most about, the earth, to
accomplish these differentiations. However, in going directly from
nebula condensation to magmatism in the earth, there is a jump in
size of the bodies involved of about 10 30 • In between these were a
lot of intermediate bodies in the earth's zone; at one stage a
thousand bodies the size of Vesta could have been banging around
We know Vesta is big enough to have basaltic volcanism; it was
described by John Adams as having one of the most beautiful basaltic
spectra ever found. So that if Sean Solomon says we have to consider
thermal processes in asteroidal size bodies, we might also consider
them as processing plants for making the moon, as well. Once you
start talking about basalt source regions, it no longer is just a
question of talking about the body as it is now; it inevitably
brings in processing in very different past environments.

.

These are the sort ' of ideas which I've thrown together very
hurriedly, which are more my opinions than a review; a true review
would have required my going back in one minute through these notes
I've conscientiously taken all during the morning. My immediate
impression of what has been discussed is that the project looks very
~ealthy.
It's very normal science: different emphases from the
descriptive extreme to the model building extreme. Of course, any
scientist wants to go beyond description; he does not want to be just
a taxonomist. I have a feeling that some teams are muscling in on
the<territory of Team 10; however, this is good because of the richness of the subject, and pluralism of approaches is one of the
strengths of modern earth and planetary sciences. We don't do things
just one way, we do them several ways. I hope every Team will try to
do Team lO's job, but I've confidence that you won't complete it any
more than we shall. But I would like to reiterate Solomon's plea:
please keep Team 10 members informed of what you're doing to give
something to chew on and to interact with. I presume I was picked
as lead•r of Team 10 because I give the impression of having some
notions of a wide variety of things. But I more and more tend to
pay attention to those things that I'm proded to. This report is
really from W. M. Kaula, rather than Team 10, but I would be interested in hearing other comments that people have about the general
tone and · direction of this endeavor.
kind of an outsider for this group but, is part of
the purpose of this project to infer from the mare basalts the bulk
composition of the bodies, not just the mantle?

SCHONFELD ', I'm

I think it is to determine whatever you can from all basalts,
not only mare basalts. The spirit of ~cience is to go back to the
causes. The more you try to infer causes, the more you drag in

KAULA

...
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other things. Also, what we should do is somewhat implicit in who
was asked to participate in this exercise. I never would have
predicted that I would ever be asked to give a summary talk on
basaltic volcanism. Considering how little I know about basalt, I'm
disappointed no one brought a piece of it to show me.
I'd like to see in all the chapters statements of what
the authors feel certain about and what are the uncertainties, and
have this spelled out very clearly in each chapter. I know this
may be difficult, but maybe there should be a section in each chapter
on degrees of certainty and uncertainty.

STROM

..

I think I just heard a very healthy level of recognition
of that necessity during the presentations this morning. I think
it's going to come out that way.

WOOD

One of the things that strongly impresses me is that
there has been a lot of really exciting things happening in all the
different groups here. I personally am frustrated, simply because
I am in one group and haven't heard all the other things that have
been going on, and I certainly don't want to wait three years before
I find out. Sort of a half-way level of communication that I would
find very useful is a detailed and annotated bibliography or reference
list from each of the groups, so that I could sink my teeth into the
directions that I am curious about right now.

PIETERS

It'll take you three years to get a full list. This
looks like it will have to be a true NASA project: lots of paper
flying back and forth.

KAULA

If we're actually interested in recycling, which is particularly a process which may occur on the earth, but conceivably on
the other planets, too, we particularly do need data on the volatiles
and also data on some types of rocks that look like they are about
to be recycled-- namely, the altered oceanic crust. So if we really
consider a recycling of the basaltic volcanics as a major thing in
this project we're going to need at least a compilation on volatiles,
and because the data probably haven't been measured on these, we'll
have to ask Team 1 to get some more data.

SLEEP

WOOD

it.

I would encourage you to have a dialogue with Team 1 about

Should we perhaps expand Team 1
and so forth?

SLEEP

establish a subteam

I think that everybody here by now is conscious of the
problem that some of us foresaw from the beginning --a kind of
centrifugal tendency to include more and more things and fly off in
more and more directions, each of them more enticing than the last.
I hope many if not all of you appreciate the hazards of that, and
Team leaders in particular are going to have to exercise appropriate
levels of discipline in terms of expanding beyond the point where we
we can do our work in three years.

WOOD
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As a way of keeping things confined to a main theme, I
suggested that conceptually the notion of crustal formation is appealing because it is the second biggest thing in the history of a planet.
However, a large part of it, v61umetrica1ly, may be concealed or
unknown, particularly in the case of the earth. If we reduce the
topic to well-identified basaltic volcanism in subsequent evolution,
we have the problem of the remote-sensing people wanting to distinguish uncertain products of the main crustal formation from the more
well-defined products of later evolution. So, does anyone want to ·
speak to whether we include all crustal evolution or just mainly
subsequent basaltic volcanism, plus what we must of its petrologically
inferred parent material? You can't talk about the source region of
basalts as defined by geophysics, etc., without going back to all of
solar system origin.
KAULA

Is there a feeling in the group that we are too tightly
constrained, or not too tightly constrained?

WOOD

I think many of the petrologists here recognize that one
often has to look at crustal evolution a little bit in order to be
able to project back in time to crustal formatiori. We see things
that happen in a sequential manner, and if we know what the processes
are and what the sequence has been, that sheds light on the early
stages of ultimate origins. I think we can't be too constrained in
how we look at these problems. We have to have a little breadth.

BRYAN

I think there is a pragmatic definition that will do. We
probably cannot afford to add any more Team members, considering the
range of activities the Team would like to undertake as it is, and
so we'll leave it as what this group of people can accomplish, maintaining all sorts of monologues, dialogues, multilogues, along the
way as they can.
KAULA

I'm a little worried in that I'd always thought basaltic
volcanism was indeed a part of crustal formation in evolution, but
it's not the whole part. There are all sorts of other areas -andesitic volcanism, collision of continents, and so on. And if
we're really interested in crustal formation --evolution in its
broadest sense-- maybe we shouldn't be addressing a proposal entitled
Basaltic Volcanism.

RHODES

That's why I suggested aspects, or implications, of basalt
as the subject, and attempted to define evolutionary stages in terms
of volcanism rather than plutonism, but some people say we must have
something about plutonism if you're going to complete the picture, and
so forth and so on. You cannot go back in time more than 200 million
years in the earth without involving yourself in rocks that been in
something like an Island Arc.
KAVLA

The mere fact that this project was set up with a Team 9
and a Team 4 says we explore the implications. Dealing with a mantle
requires that these teams adopt a broad perspective. · I think it is
simple for Team 1 to solve their problem here. Conceivably people
could be asking for the people in the remote-sensing game, "Hey, go

CHAPMAN
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fly around Mercury and take data for us. 11 In fact, that's not
practical within the next three years. But if Team 1 could not do
a good job on the whole breadth asked of them, they should regard
some aspects of these requests as being impractical and just not
do them. These aspects would be a data base that is not available,
just as we don't have crater counts on Vesta.
And that's what we come up against: the practical
aspects of what we can do within the limits of our resources.
just want to act intelligently in that framework.

WOOD

END
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